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GRANGE-ENDERS
Into Year 8 !

A ready to use, flexible and inspiring
Y8 SEAL curriculum in a box!

Over 100 interactive and motivating SEAL activities on PowerPoint™.
Mix and match PowerPoint™ activities to fit sessions from 10 minutes to an hour
Ready for immediate use in the classroom – all the preparation is done for you!
Easily introduced in a single staff meeting
Cross-curricular reinforcement: involve every
teacher with ready to use posters and pupil record book
Covers all SEAL learning outcomes for Y8

Grange-Enders has
made SEAL manageable! Tutors
think it’s great – it’s ready to use,
practical and fun, but more importantly
students really connect with the characters
and enjoy the activities. Tutor times have
been transformed by this excellent
resource.
Eira Roberts,
Deputy Head, Wales

How it works:
The stimulus materials:
Students read (or listen to) and work through the novel over the course of the year, as a stimulus for
exploring and developing their social and emotional skills.

Activities to develop SEAL
Each section of the story has a number of linked PowerPoint™ and workbook activities (all interactive,
experiential, and accessible even by those with limited literacy skills and linked to the SEAL Learning
Outcomes) that encourage students to reflect upon and develop their own social and emotional skills.

Developing cross-curricular SEAL
In addition to the explicit curriculum provided in the pack, A3 posters and ‘Pupil Passports’ are provided
to reinforce and embed SEAL across the curriculum. Full guidance for implementing this aspect of GrangeEnders are provided.
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Written by ex-head teacher and noted educational author, Maggie
Walker, this pacy, gritty, funny and moving novel engages the hearts
and minds of both students and adults. It follows the lives of four (very
different) Y8 pupils throughout the academic year, exploring their
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thoughts, feelings and responses to the highs and lows of school and
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family life. Within the context of ‘a rollicking good read’, the author
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sensitively and subtly enables students to safely engage with the
issues and dilemmas of real concern to them - changing
friendship patterns, what it means to feel different,
I stayed up late just so I could
bullying, standing up for what you believe in, teamwork,
finish it. I thought it was real because the
dealing with family issues – and in the process to explore
stories could all be true. I loved it so much and I
and develop the social and emotional skills they need
wish there was more to read.
to deal effectively with the demands of life as a young
Lily Starr - aged 12
person in 21st Century Britain.
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What does the Grange-Enders Y8 Box contain: Everything you need to
deliver a Year 8 SEAL Curriculum to all!
●
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The novel : Grange-Enders – Into Year 8!
Audio CD of the full novel spoken aloud
Over 100 interactive, experiential learning opportunities on PowerPoint™
Pupil workbooks
Y8 ‘Challenge’ Posters to make SEAL cross-curricular
Pupil ‘passport’ to support the recognition and rewarding of SEAL skills in practice
CD-Rom: Produce multiple copies of all resource materials
Full guidance

ORDERING INFORMATION / Availability

Quality Assured
The editor of the resource, Julie Casey M.Ed., C.Psychol.,
has acted as a consultant to the (then) DfES and the
Secondary Strategy during the development of the
Secondary Strategy materials, following her successful
involvement in the Primary Strategy curriculum materials.
Maggie Walker M. Ed., the author of Grange-Enders,
was also a key writer for the Primary SEAL curriculum
resource, as well as an ex-headteacher and local authority
advisor for PSHE. Both are published authors in the field.

The product will be available from the beginning
of December 2010.
Order now for priority shipping and special 15%
discount, or contact us for a free copy of the
novel.
The package cost is £185, with additional copies
of the novel, passport, posters and workbook
also available at low cost. Call or browse www.
futurelinkpublishing.co.uk for full pricing details.
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